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The Super Affiliate Code Is Finally Cracked... Heres How You Can Stuff Money Into Your Pocket Starting

Today... Using Easy But Little Known Methods That Require Nothing More Than 4 Hours A Day Of Your

Time! New Breakthrough Discovery Reveals Easy But Highly Profitable Methods To Ramp In Obscene

Amounts Of Cash Into Your Bank Account... Without Having Your Own Product! Introducing Super

Affiliate Commissions... Secrets of the Super Affiliate Minds Revealed! SUPER AFFILIATE

COMMISSIONS is a step-by-step, paint-by-the-numbers digital study course on how you can exhibit and

condition your mind for affiliate marketing riches. Mindset is everything. If you want to empower yourself

to become a wealth generator, you must start with the stuff in between your ears. And into the later parts

of the course, I will be showing you some of my favorite, proven methods to ramp up my monthly profits -

doing nothing more than selling other peoples products (which I dont have to create or even offer a single

minute of time to customer service)... working nothing more than a few hours a day. If you work only a

few hours a day - and later on choose not to when your affiliate marketing empire is fully established -

how will you spend the rest of your time freedom? HERES A SNEAK PEAK AT SUPER AFFILIATE

COMMISSIONS: Module 01: Secrets of the Super Affiliate Minds -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF

Transcript Included! * Discover the 5 cutting-edge difference between super affiliates and average

affiliates! * Secret traits of a Super Affiliate! * A systematic approach to building a hugely profitable online

empire consisting of nothing more than other peoples products! Module 02: Identifying a Profitable Niche

-- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! * Easy ways to spy on your competition and

decide within minutes before entering any hot niche! * Top 3 profitable niches you can never go wrong

with (h ____, w_____, r___________) * Tools you need to pick out really profitable niches with the

highest chance of making money! Module 03: How to Pick Highly Profitable Affiliate Programs -- Flash

Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! * A little known method to uncover rare affiliate programs

with high percentage / high price payouts! * The Smell Test - how to quickly decide if the product is worth

promoting... before you put in an ounce of your effort! * Two highly popular places where you can pick up

some of the best products on the planet to promote for massive commissions! Module 04: Your Residual
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Affiliate Profit Funnel -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! * A tried and tested model

you can construct from scratch, with little technical knowledge, to start sucking in targeted leads like a

vacuum on steroids! * How to convert 20-40 of your visitors into targeted prospects! * How to maximize

your sales for every one-time effort you put in to drive traffic to your pages! * HOW TO TEST THE

WATERS: quickly measure the conversions of a merchant site before promoting full-steam ahead! * How

to back-end your affiliate profits! This is rarely done by most affiliates, and this is one of the little things

that distinguish super affiliates from the rest of the average ones! * How to revive your prospects list even

if they dont buy the affiliate product you recommend... and cash in twice as much! Module 05: Super

Affiliate Traffic Methods -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! In this module, I show

you exclusively how to drive in an avalanche of traffic to your affiliate pages using nothing more than

Google Adwords, Facebook Ads and easy Search Engine Optimization! Sure there are plenty more ways

to drive in traffic, but if you want to see quick results and effective bottom-line, this is it!
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